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Introduction

During the spring of 2022, I had the opportunity to explore the possibility of becoming the
principal of The Center School.  This opportunity included a robust interview process that
allowed the Nashoba Regional School District Community to get to know me, as well as the
chance for me to begin to get to know The Center School and NRSD Community.  It was with
great excitement that I was offered, and accepted, the position of principal at The Center
School.

In preparation for the NRSD interview process, I researched and reviewed as much
documentation as possible about NRSD and The Center School.  This research included a review
of Superintendent Downing’s Entry Plan.   Upon starting in my official role as principal, I
continued learning about The Center School through an extensive review of current data. The
Center School State of the Union (August 2022) summarizes the results of this data review.  This
State of the Union Report serves as the launching point for the continuing research to be
undertaken in support of my Entry Plan.

More specifically, I have defined and framed the areas of research for my Entry Plan based on
The Center School goals as articulated in the The Center School School Improvement Plan for
2022-2023.  The NRSD Strategic Objectives and Strategic Initiatives direct the goals of The
Center School’s 2022-2023 School Improvement Plan.  This Entry Plan is designed to inform my
work as principal of The Center School by establishing the activities and work steps involved in
examining all of the current systems and structures related to these goals, and identifying areas
of improvement and proposed action steps to address these findings.  In this process, additional
areas of future need may be identified and explored.

The Center School goals address the following NRSD Objectives and Initiatives:

1. Communication Systems and Protocols
2. Equitable Innovative Instruction and Assessment Practices through Shared Leadership
3. Equitable Opportunities for Learning through Increased Awareness and Practices around

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
4. School Safety & Site-Based Practices

The following sections of this Entry Plan outline the scope and context for each category of
goals, and identify the key questions and plan for entry meetings and data and document
review.  My findings will be presented at the end of this school year.
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Communication Systems and Protocols

Scope & Context:  Currently NRSD schools, grade levels and educators within the school have
different approaches to communication in general.  Communication by and between
administration and educators and students and families can include newsletters, updates and
emails, among other things.  Communication also includes sharing information about student
progress through report cards, conferences and informal meetings.  The NRSD Strategic
Objective is to improve these systems and to strengthen culturally responsive home/school
relationships that foster understanding and community engagement.  The NRSD approach to
meeting this objective includes developing consistency of structures and protocols and
consistency of communication of student progress.

Equitable Innovative Instruction and Assessment Practices through Shared Leadership

Scope and Context: NRSD’s Strategic Objective to “support and inspire all learners through
improving and implementing clearly aligned and articulated curricula, equitable innovative
instructional and assessment practices and shared leadership” can be strongly supported
through the development of highly effective Professional Learning Communities.  Professional
Learning Communities, or PLCs as they are commonly referred to, require committed
collaborative data-driven groups of educators working towards aligned common goals.
Currently, PLCs guided by these common principles and practices are inconsistently developed
and utilized.  TCS’s goal is to begin to firmly establish transformative PLCs designed to meet the
strategic objectives of NRSD.

Equitable Opportunities for Learning through Increased Awareness and Practices around
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Scope and Context: The NRSD Strategic Initiative of integration of social-emotional learning into
daily instruction and student life is designed to ensure equitable opportunities for all students.
Prior to this year, social-emotional learning practices were introduced at TCS.   The
implementation of these practices into daily instruction and student life is currently under
development and the consistency of these practices across TCS is an area to be examined and
addressed.

School Safety & Site-Based Practices

Scope and Context: School safety is always the priority in NRSD and at The Center School.  With
ever-evolving approaches to safety protocols, TCS must continuously review, update and
implement site-based safety practices and procedures consistent with the latest NRSD
recommendations.  School safety and site-based practices must continue to be an area of focus
in order to continue to ensure best practices in this essential area.
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Key Questions

1. What are the existing systems, structures, protocols, and practices at The Center School
that support the areas of focus?

2. What are the strengths of these identified systems, structures and protocols and where
are the opportunities for growth and improvement?

3. How can The Center School faculty be supported and further developed to
collaboratively lead the work of implementing the NRSD mission and vision, specifically
related to the identified goals of TCS’ School Improvement Plan?

4. How can I support the collaborative work at The Center School to best meet the needs
of our students, staff and community in the work to achieve our goals?

Entry Meetings

● Superintendent Downing, NRSD
● Assistant Superintendent Friend, NRSD
● Pupil Personnel Services Director, NRSD
● Director of Health Services, NRSD
● NRSD Principals
● All Staff Members – TCS
● SPTO Leadership & Members
● TCS School Council
● TCS Parent Groups
● Community Members and Leaders including First Responders

Data & Document Review

● Superintendent’s Entry Plan Findings, 2022
● NRSD Strategic Plan, 2022-2027
● NRSD Target District Review Report (April 2022)
● School Improvement Plans
● School and District Report Cards (DESE)
● Schoolzilla, Data Dashboard
● District/School MCAS Results
● Social-Emotional Survey Results, Panorama, VOCAL
● TCS Student Demographics & Enrollment Data
● Student Attendance Data
● Teacher Attendance Data
● STAT (Student/Teacher Assistance Team) Data
● SPED Referrals & Evaluations
● Code of Conduct Data
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2022-2023 Entry Plan Timeline at a Glance:  Phases & Activities Across the Year:

July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June

Planning &

Preparation

Data &

Document

Review

Entry Plan
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Information and

Data Synthesis

Report on

Findings, Next

Steps & Planning

Outcomes & Findings

Data review and Entry Meetings began in July 2022.  This process will continue throughout the
2022-23 school year with Outcomes and Findings developed and presented in April 2023.
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